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Abstract

31 31The VUV emission of several wide bandgap crystals (BaY F , LiYF , SrF , BaF ) doped with Er and Tm , stoichiometric ErF2 8 4 2 2 3
31and TmF , and (YPO , LuPO ) doped with Nd , has been studied using time-resolved spectroscopy under pulsed synchrotron radiation3 4 4

31 2 3excitation. For Nd , only fast (nanosecond) VUV emission due to allowed 4f 5d→4f interconfiguration transitions is observed in the
31 31studied spectral range (150–200 nm), while for Er and Tm both fast and slow (microsecond) emissions were detected. The efficiency

of energy transfer from the matrix to the rare earth ion is very low in all fluoride crystals studied, while in YPO and LuPO doped with4 4
31Nd a very efficient energy transfer mechanism exists leading to a high quantum yield of the VUV emission for these compounds. On

high-energy excitation the decay kinetics of the 5d→4f emission become non-exponential and both the acceleration and delay of the decay
can be observed for the particular material.  1998 Elsevier Science S.A.
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1. Introduction time-resolved VUV spectroscopy under pulsed synchrotron
radiation excitation.

31Many fluoride crystals doped with Nd show vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) emission with a decay time of the order
of 10 ns [1–5]. The emission is due to parity-allowed 2. Experimental
radiative transitions from the lowest level of the excited

2 34f 5d configuration to various levels of the ground 4f The time-resolved measurements were performed at the
31configuration of Nd . Nd-doped crystals are considered as SUPERLUMI station of HASYLAB at DESY under the

promising VUV scintillators for radiation detectors which excitation from synchrotron radiation from the DORIS
employ photosensitive gases (such as TMAE or TEA) or storage ring operated with a reduced number of bunches.
photocathodes sensitive to VUV photons only. The spectral range of the excitation was 7–30 eV and the

31It is well known that in addition to Nd other trivalent temperature range 10–300 K. Some measurements were
31 31rare earth (RE) ions, namely Er and Tm , doped into also performed at the S-60 electron synchrotron of LPI in

different matrices possess fast VUV emission [1,6], but the Moscow (light yields and emission spectra on X-ray
decay kinetics of the emission is rather complicated. In the excitation). The setups used for the measurements are

31 31present paper the VUV emission of Er and Tm in described elsewhere [6,7].
31several fluoride crystals and that of Nd in two wide- LiYF single crystals were grown by the Czochralski4

bandgap matrices YPO and LuPO has been studied with method as described in Ref. [8]. BaY F single crystals (as4 4 2 8

well as BaF and SrF ) were grown using the vertical2 2

* Bridgeman method similar to that described in Ref. [9].Corresponding author. Fax: 17 95 9382251; e-mail:
31 31

makhov@sci.lpi.msk.su Powder samples of YPO :Nd and LuPO :Nd were4 4
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obtained by the high temperature diffusion technique. ErF the latter case (observable in most crystals) the excited 4f3

level is populated via energy transfer from the 5d leveland TmF were high-purity powders with a concentration3
31(resonance energy transfer to neighbouring RE ions orof other metal admixtures of less than 0.001% and mostly

31multi-phonon relaxation within RE ). Due to this thecontaminated with oxygen (|0.02%).
excitation spectra for these two kinds of emission are very
similar. If the energetic separation of both levels is small
enough the multi-phonon relaxation rate will exceed the3. Results and discussion
probability of radiative decay of the 5d level. Accordingly,

31 31 only the slow component will have high intensity. On theFig. 1 shows the emission spectra of Er and Tm in
contrary, if the energetic separation of the correspondingdifferent fluoride matrices. Both ‘‘integral’’ and time-re-
5d and 4f levels is large enough the fast component will besolved (measured with a time gate of 10 ns adjusted for the

31 31dominant (compare emission spectra of Er and Tm -detection of the fast emission component) spectra are
doped BaY F ). The situation looks very similar to theshown. In most cases two kinds of emission bands are 2 8

31observed in the range 150–190 nm. The band with the case of Pr in different matrices [10].
31shortest wavelength has a decay constant in the As observed for many other RE -doped fluoride crys-

nanosecond range (from a few to tens of nanoseconds for tals the quantum yield of the 5d→4f emission is rather
different crystals), while the neighbouring band has a slow high in the spectral region of the direct 4f→5d absorption

31decay (the decay constant is in the microsecond range). At of RE up to the energy of the intrinsic absorption edge
longer wavelengths other fast and rather weak emission of the matrix (Fig. 2) where the efficiency of the energy
bands are observed. However, in some cases only the slow transfer from the matrix to the RE ion is very low (for all

31 31component is available (SrF –Er , BaF –Er ), while in studied fluoride crystals). Upon excitation in the region of2 2
31other cases (ErF ) all VUV emission bands are fast. the direct 4f→5d absorption of RE the decay of the3

We propose a model which explains the co-existence of 5d→4f emission is single exponential but upon high-
the slow and fast components by competition between the energy excitation the decay kinetics become more compli-

n21 nparity-allowed interconfiguration 4f 5d→4f radiative cated and both the acceleration and the delay of the decay
transitions (fast emission) and parity-forbidden intracon- can be observed [11].

n nfiguration 4f →4f transitions (slow emission). The sub- The time-resolved studies of the emission properties of
31 31bands of the fast emission are due to transitions from the new scintillator materials YPO :Nd and LuPO :Nd4 4

n21 31same excited level (the lowest level of the 4f 5d were performed. Nd in both matrices shows intense
configuration) to various terms of the ground state of the 5d→4f emission, the main short wavelength band peaking

n4f configuration. The competition of the bands depends at 189 nm (Fig. 3). Upon excitation in the region of the
3 2 31on the relative energy position of the lowest level of the direct 4f →4f 5d absorption of Nd the decay of the

n214f 5d configuration and the closest excited level of the emission is single exponential with time constant 6.7 ns for
n 31 314f configuration. If the energy position of the former level YPO :Nd and 6.1 ns for LuPO :Nd , while upon high-4 4

is higher and well separated from the latter only fast energy excitation the decay is non-exponential with a
5d→4f radiative transitions will be observed (ErF ), or much longer effective decay time (Fig. 4). For3

31both fast 5d→4f and slow 4f→4f emission takes place. In LuPO :Nd a considerable contribution of the very long4

component (seen as the background) is observed upon high
energy excitation.

Unlike fluoride crystals a very efficient mechanism of

31Fig. 1. Emission spectra of Er in ErF , SrF :Er (0.5%), LiYF :Er (1%)3 2 4
31and BaY F : Er (5%); and Tm in TmF , LiYF :Tm (1%) and2 8 3 4

31 31BaY F :Tm (2%). T510 K. (———) Total emission, (d) ‘‘fast com- Fig. 2. Excitation spectra of the 5d→4f emission of Er in BaY F :Er2 8 2 8
31 31ponent’’. All spectra are normalised to their maxima. (5%) and Nd in YPO :Nd .4
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The mechanism of energy transfer from the matrix to
31Nd in these compounds is obviously the recombinational

one. This mechanism suggests that one carrier (for exam-
ple, a hole) is first captured by the ion and then the partner
(electron) recombines with the hole trapped on the ion
resulting in the excited state of the ion. The efficiency of
the recombination mechanism of energy transfer (if the
hole is captured first) depends on the energy difference
between the top of the valence band and the ground level
of the impurity ion (see, for example, Ref. [13]). It is
reasonable to assume that the high efficiency of energy

31transfer to Nd in phosphate matrices is due to the fact
that the above-mentioned condition is fulfilled better for

31 31 31 31 31Fig. 3. 5d→4f emission spectra of Nd in YPO :Nd and LuPO :Nd .4 4 YPO :Nd and LuPO :Nd than for fluoride crystals4 4
31doped with Nd , similar to many other oxygen-containing

31 31compounds (Lu SiO , LuAlO ) doped with Ce or Pr .2 5 3energy transfer from the matrix to emission centres is
Both the capture of the carrier on the ion and theobserved in these materials. The excitation spectrum of the

31 recombination with the partner are fast processes andNd 5d→4f emission shows a rather high quantum yield
cannot lead to the delay in the energy transfer to the centre.of the emission in the region of the intrinsic absorption of
Nevertheless, if one of the partners can be captured bythe matrix (Fig. 2). The excitation spectrum looks like a
some trap (intrinsic, impurity or defect centre) situatedclassical example of a spectrum for a material with the 31 31near the Nd ion the energy (charge) transfer to the Ndphoton multiplication mechanism (electronic excitations
ion (thermally activated diffusion) will be delayed. Themultiplication): a step rise of the quantum yield is observed
existence of such an additional channel (besides directat photon energies hn.2E (E is the bandgap). The valueg g recombination on the emission centre) of the population ofof the quantum yield at hn.3E is higher than at theg 31the radiative 5d level of Nd can result in a ratherintracentre excitation and is more than two times higher
complicated non-exponential shape of the summary decaythan at excitation before the threshold of the electronic
kinetics of the emission with an effective decay time muchexcitations multiplication. The last property is typical for
longer than the radiative lifetime of the d level (if thecrystals with a wide width valence band when both hot
characteristic time for the process of energy transferphotoelectrons and hot photoholes create secondary elec-
exceeds the radiative lifetime of the d level).tronic excitations [12].

31 The increase in the excitation energy means an increaseThe effective decay time of the Nd emission in the
in the kinetic energies of the created electrons and holesintrinsic absorption region of the matrix increases con-
and consequently an increase in the distance between thesiderably with the excitation energy until the threshold of
electron and hole created in the same absorption process.the electronic excitations multiplication and decreases just
This results in an increase in the number of electron–holeafter the threshold. The decay kinetics at 22.5 eV excitation
pairs which recombine ‘‘non-directly’’ on the centre and inis similar to that observed at 11.1 eV excitation. A further
an increase in the time necessary for migration andincrease of the excitation energy again leads to an increase
recombination of the partners of these pairs on the centreof the effective decay time.
and thus in an increase in the effective decay time of the
emission. The distance between electrons and holes de-
creases sharply at photon energies just above the threshold
of the electronic excitations multiplication which leads to a
shortening of the effective decay time.

The light yield of the VUV emission was measured for a
31series of samples with a Nd concentration of 0.1–5%.

The maximum light yield was obtained for a concentration
of 1%. The light yield of the VUV emission of YPO :1%4

Nd (and LuPO :1% Nd) estimated as the quantum yield of4

the emission upon X-ray (1 keV) excitation is more than
two orders of magnitude higher than that of LaF :1% Nd,3

i.e. comparable to that of the most efficient cerium-based
scintillators. So these compounds can be considered as
promising VUV scintillators (their densities are

23 23
31 31 4.31 g cm for YPO and 6.53 g cm for LuPO ), butFig. 4. Decay curves of the 5d→4f emission of Nd in YPO :Nd at 4 44

different excitation energies. their timing properties are not excellent to obtain a good
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time resolution in the nanosecond range (especially for Acknowledgements
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